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ABSTRACT: Sensitization of graphene with inorganic semiconducting nanostructures has been demonstrated as a powerful strategy 
to boost its optoelectronic performance. However, the limited tunability of optical properties and toxicity of metal cations in the 
inorganic sensitizers prohibits their widespread applications, and the in-depth understanding of the essential interfacial charge transfer 
process within such hybrid systems remains elusive. Here, we design and develop high-quality nanographene (NG) dispersions with 
a large-scale production using high-shear mixing exfoliation. The physisorption of these NG molecules onto graphene gives rise to 
the formation of graphene-NG van der Waals heterostructures (VDWHs), characterized by strong interlayer coupling through π-π 
interactions. As a proof of concept, photodetectors fabricated based on such VDWHs show ultrahigh responsivity up to 4.5×107 A/W 
and a specific detectivity reaching 4.6×1013 Jones, being competitive with the highest values obtained for graphene-based photode-
tectors. The outstanding device characteristics is attributed to the efficient transfer of photogenerated holes from NGs to graphene 
and the long-lived charge separation at graphene-NG interfaces (beyond 1 ns), as elucidated by ultrafast terahertz (THz) spectroscopy. 
These results demonstrate the great potential of such graphene-NG VDWHs as prototypical building blocks for high-performance, 
low toxicity optoelectronics. 

Introduction 
Graphene is highly attractive in photonics and optoelectron-

ics applications thanks to its extraordinary physical properties.1-

8 However, the modest light absorption of monolayer graphene7-

9 and the short (~picosecond) lifetime of the photo-generated 
hot carriers9-11 result in relatively low internal quantum effi-
ciency,8 thus limiting the availability of pristine graphene in 
photodetection.6-8, 12-14  

Hybrid systems based on a viable sensitization approach with 
inorganic semiconducting nanostructures have been demon-
strated to boost the graphene-based device performance signif-
icantly.15-20 Unfortunately, toxic heavy metals limit their real-
life applications due to their severe impact on human health and 
the environment.21 Moreover, the size-dependent band struc-
tures and the lack of ad hoc optical properties of the inorganic 
sensitizers hinder their potential for broadband and tunable pho-
todetection in the ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) ranges.22 
Graphene-MoS2 van der Waals heterostructures (VDWHs) 
have been demonstrated and shown remarkable optoelectronic 
functionality.23-24 Nevertheless, the lack of control over the lat-
tice alignment at the interface between the 2D nanosheets, and 

the strong layer-dependent band structures of MoS2, as well as 
the significant complexity of the device fabrication with multi-
step transfer process, determines such conventional 2D-2D 
VDWHs cannot meet the ultimate requirements for program-
ming highly ordered superlattices to efficiently improve the op-
toelectronic performance of graphene. 

In this context, the use of organic compounds as solution pro-
cessed sensitizers can be appealing for graphene-based optoe-
lectronic devices, thanks to their ease of synthesis, size- and 
structure-tunable optoelectronic properties. One major chal-
lenge for using organic sensitizers lies in the considerable exci-
ton binding energy originating from the reduced charge screen-
ing effects, which limit the charge transport in the photoactive 
materials and charge separation at interfaces and thus reduces 
the overall device performance.25-26 Thus, developing ultrafast 
transport channels by e.g., enhancing the sensitizer-graphene 
interfacial electronic coupling to boost the charge transfer effi-
ciency is highly desirable. In this regard, the construction of 
VDWHs using graphene and its structurally similar components 
may lead to new fascinating opportunities to increase the inter-
layer coupling for efficient optoelectronics. 



 

 
Figure 1. Shear mixing exfoliation of the NG aggregates. a) Schematic illustration of the shear mixing exfoliation process to achieve 
monodispersed NG molecules. Molecular structure of the employed NG, i.e., C60H22. Picture of 0.5 Liter NG dispersion at 0.004 mg 
mL-1 concentration in NMP, suggesting the potential for scale-up production. b) UV-Vis absorption spectrum of the obtained NG 
dispersion in NMP with different concentrations, from 0.001 to 0.1 mg mL-1. c) Normalized UV-Vis absorption of NG dispersion 
with different concentrations, from 0.001 to 0.1 mg mL-1. d) Absorbance at 400 nm as a function of NG concentration. Inset shows a 
good linear fitting with R2=0.9997 at lower concentrations. e) Stability test of NG dispersion: UV-Vis absorption spectrum during 24 
hours. 
 

The bottom-up synthesized nanographene (NG) molecules, 
with their discotic nanoscale 2D structures, are promising can-
didates as sensitizers in graphene-based VDWHs due to their 
close structural similarity with graphene lattices and program-
mable electronic and optical properties. These two characteris-
tics could facilitate the self-assembling behavior and allow for 
efficient interfacial charge transfer through strong π-π interac-
tions with matching lattices.27 However, extended aromatic 
structures with strong intermolecular π-π interactions typically 
lead to insoluble NG aggregates, which is detrimental to their 
optical properties. Ideally, the NG molecules should be easily 
processable in common organic solvents and form a self-assem-
bled, monolayer-thick molecular layer on graphene. Although 
the solubility issue has been partially solved by introducing al-
iphatic side chains, it is still challenging to suppress the detri-
mental intermolecular interactions for large NGs, thus drasti-
cally lowering the optoelectronic quality of the molecule and 
assemblies thereof.28-31 Thus, it is highly appealing to overcome 
the strong intermolecular π-π interactions within NG aggregates 
by isolating the molecules in the liquid phase and enabling their 
processing as monomolecular absorbate layers onto microscale 
high-quality graphene flakes, thereby realizing strongly cou-
pled graphene-NG VDWHs for optoelectronics.  

Herein, we employed high-shear mixing to break the aggre-
gates of stacked NG molecules. The obtained NG dispersions 
follow the Beer-Lambert behavior across a concentration range 
from 0.001 to 0.02 mg mL-1, demonstrating the high homoge-
neity, and thus the efficient exfoliation of the NG aggregates. 
The STM studies of ultrathin films of unsubstituted NG phy-
sisorbed onto graphite substrate revealed the existence of NGs 

in monodisperse form. Furthermore, the NG dispersion is drop-
casted onto mechanically exfoliated graphene flakes to form 
graphene-NG VDWHs, where the NG molecules act as the na-
noscale light-absorbers and graphene acts as the electron 
transport layer. As a proof of concept, photodetectors based on 
such graphene-NG VDWHs display an ultrahigh responsivity 
of 4.5×107 A/W and a specific detectivity of 4.6×1013 Jones, 
being competitive with the highest values obtained for gra-
phene-based photodetectors. By employing THz spectroscopy, 
we attribute the excellent device characteristics to an ultralong 
charge separation (beyond 1 ns) at graphene-NG interfaces fol-
lowing the ultrafast, highly efficient transfer of holes from NGs 
to graphene. This work demonstrates the great potential of such 
graphene-NG VDWHs as prototypical active components for 
high-performance optoelectronics without toxic materials. 

 
Results and discussion 
Recently, it has been demonstrated that high-shear mixing 

can weaken and eventually break the van de Waals interactions 
between the 2D sheets of graphite, enabling the production of 
defect-free graphene in large quantities.32 Here, we extend this 
approach to disrupt the aggregates of large and unsubstituted 
NGs, which are powder form materials after organic synthesis. 
Figure 1a shows the molecular structure of the employed NG 
molecule, which is the most thermodynamically stable isomer 
of C60H22, synthesized as previously reported.33 A scheme of the 
proposed high-shear mixing exfoliation process of NG is also 
depicted in Figure 1a, where the high-speed rotation of the rotor 
blades generates a powerful suction pulling the aggregates at 



 

the bottom into the working head. The intense hydraulic shear 
will then extrude out the NG and the solvent molecules together 
from the periphery of the working head. N-methyl-2-pyrroli-
done (NMP), a commonly used solvent for graphene and carbon 
nanotube exfoliation, is chosen as the operating solvent because 
its surface energy matches well with the graphene lattice.32, 34 
Under a 4000 rpm rotor speed for only 30 mins, the NG can be 
readily exfoliated into homogeneous dispersions. The produc-
tion of 1 L/h of NG dispersion within our current lab capacity 
provides unambiguous evidence for the huge potential of the 
shear mixing exfoliation for the large-scale production of NGs, 
which can be readily upscaled to tens of L/h in an industrial 
production line. The resulting NG dispersion is stable for at 
least one week without significant precipitation, thanks to the 
matched surface energies between the basal plane of NG (same 
as graphene) and the NMP solvent. Since the absorbance of NG 
molecules is highly sensitive to their aggregation states, UV-
Vis absorption is employed to gain quantitative insight into the 
extent of aggregation.31 The shear mixing approach results in 
sharp absorption features with the first dominant absorption 
centered around 400 nm, indicating an extremely limited aggre-
gation and consequently very narrow thickness distributions for 
exfoliated NGs. In stark contrast, NG dispersions obtained by 
other approaches, e.g., via prolonged ultrasonication (500W, for 
3 hours), show much broader absorption peaks (Figure S1). 
This indicates the existence of various types of aggregates 
within the dispersion and the low production yield of the con-
ventional sonication approach. Therefore, the shear-mixing ap-
proach is far more advantageous over the conventional ultra-
sonication method in terms of both scalability and quality of 
achieved dispersion. Figure 1b shows the UV-Vis absorption 
spectra of exfoliated NG dispersions in NMP at different con-
centrations, ranging from 0.001 to 0.1 mg mL-1, which are all 
dominated by an optical transition of excitonic origin featuring 
at ~400 nm, and are highly consistent with NG of the same ar-
omatic core structure but bearing alkyl chains.33 By normalizing 
all the absorption curves as shown in Figure 1c, the ratio be-
tween the absorbance at 365 nm and 400 nm (Abs365nm/Abs400nm) 
is shown to gradually increase from 43% to 60% with increas-
ing NG concentration from 0.001 to 0.1 mg/mL, showing 
sharper feature of the absorption curve at lower concentra-
tions.31 Such a phenomenon suggests a decreased amount of ag-
gregated NGs in diluted conditions, thereby offering useful 
hints for the optimization of the shear mixing process as well as 
the subsequent self-assembly-driven film formation. The ab-
sorbance values at 400 nm and 500 nm, plotted as a function of 
the concentration, comply very well with the Beer-Lambert be-
havior from 0.001 to 0.02 mg mL-1, demonstrating the high ho-
mogeneity of the obtained dispersion and thus good exfoliation 
of the NG aggregates, as displayed in Figure 1d and Figure S2. 
The monomer fraction begins to drop from 91% to 86%, with 
the concentration increasing from 0.05 to 0.1 mg mL-1, showing 
certain aggregations at higher concentrations. Figure 1e reveals 
the absence of significant changes in absorption spectra during 
24 hours, demonstrating the superior stability of the high-shear 
mixing obtained NG dispersion. 

To further verify the quality of the exfoliated NG molecules, 
we investigated their photoluminescence (PL) properties, which 
display fine emission structure between 500 nm and 590 nm 
(Figure S3a). A comparison between the absorption and PL ex-
citation spectra (Figure S3c) suggests that the observed emis-
sion originates from exfoliated individual NG molecules. More-

over, Figure S3b shows the emission of NGs with the same ar-
omatic core structure, yet, bearing alkyl chains. It exhibits much 
broader and unstructured emission spectra, with a significant 
red-shift of the peaks (Figure S3b), which can be attributed to 
aggregated NGs.35 Thus, PL studies corroborate that the high 
shear-mixing approach is highly effective for the exfoliation 
and dissolution of the NG molecules. 

 
Figure 2. Morphology studies of NG assembly on HOPG sur-
face, in solid film state. STM image of a) monolayer and b) 
multilayer NG molecules displaying a crystalline packing char-
acterized the following unit cell: a = 1.3 ± 0.1 nm, b = 2.2 ± 0.1 
nm and γ = 70 ± 2°. 

 
In order to study the morphology and structure of NG ul-

trathin films of monolayer or few-layer thick adsorbates on 
graphite, the dispersions in NMP are further diluted to a con-
centration of 1 х 10-6 M. After drop-casting 10 μL of the solu-
tion onto a freshly cleaved highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 
(HOPG) surface, the samples are immediately vacuum annealed 
at 420K overnight, to fully remove the solvent. Scanning Tun-
neling Microscopy (STM) measurements were performed on 
dry films at room temperature to gain insight into the molecular 
structure of NGs after high-shear exfoliation and their self-as-
sembled architectures on HOPG. STM represents an ideal ana-
lytical tool to visualize the assembly behavior of large mole-
cules adsorbed on a surface with sub-nanometer spatial resolu-
tion. The STM imaging of a monolayer NG film in Figure 2a 
(the 2D-FFT spectrum shown in Figure S5c) confirms the intact 
molecular structure of the molecules when subjected to our high 
shear-mixing protocols and subsequent film-formation process, 
indicating the non-invasive nature of such an exfoliation 
method, as also confirmed unambiguously by matrix-assisted 
laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) measurement before and 
after shear mixing (Figure S4). As a result of resonant tunneling 
between the Fermi level of the HOPG and the frontier orbital of 
the adsorbate, the bright areas in the STM height image can be 
ascribed to the aromatic NG molecules. Due to the planar con-
formation, the chosen molecules are preferentially packed in a 
“face-on” fashion onto the basal plane of the HOPG surface. 
Moreover, the STM images of randomly chosen areas of the 
multilayer NG film (Figure 2b) exhibit a typical highly ordered 
long-range crystalline 2D supramolecular packing, stabilized 
by van der Waals interactions between the molecules and the 
underlying HOPG surface. Such long-range order is also con-
firmed on a larger scale by atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
studies shown in Figure S5a, b.  

To explore the optoelectronic properties of the graphene-NG 
VDWHs, we integrated them as a channel material into photo-
detectors based on field-effect transistors (FETs). Figure 3a 
portrays the photodetector device geometry (optical microscope  
 



 

 
Figure 3. Photodetector based on graphene-NG VDWHs. a) Schematic illustration of the photodetector with a FET configuration 
comprising graphene-NG VDWHs in the device channel. b) Transfer characteristics of the FET based on pristine graphene and 
graphene-NG VDWHs, under dark and different wavelength illumination conditions, Vds=0.01V. c) Energy diagram of the graphene-
NG VDWHs. Under illumination, photogenerated holes transfer from NG to graphene, while the photogenerated electrons remain in 
the NG layer. d) Transfer characteristics of the FET based on graphene-NG VDWHs, in the dark and different optical illumination 
powers at 500 nm wavelength, Vds=0.01V. e) Photocurrent change upon different optical illumination powers and wavelengths. f) 
Photoresponsivity and specific detectivity change upon different optical illumination powers at 500 nm wavelength. 
 
image shown in Figure S6a). Figure 3b shows the transfer char-
acteristics of the photodetector based on monolayer graphene 
before and after NG deposition, in the dark and under different 
illumination wavelengths (from 300 nm to 694 nm), with 
source-drain voltage Vds kept at 0.01V. The pristine graphene 
device displays a typical ambipolar behavior with an electron 
mobility of 1470 cm2/Vs and a hole mobility of 1700 cm2/Vs. 
Following the deposition of NG layer, the VD corresponding to 
the Dirac point shifted from 18 V to 6 V, accompanied by an 
increase of electron mobility to 1540 cm2/Vs and a decrease of 
hole mobility to 1320 cm2/Vs, indicating an n-type doping ef-
fect. These phenomena imply that holes migrate from graphene 
to the NG layer to reach the static charge equilibrium, forming 
a built-in electric field pointing from the NG layer to graphene 
at the graphene-NG interface. Under illumination conditions, 
the Dirac point moves slightly towards positive voltage values 
and the photocurrent shows a bidirectional behavior with a 
strong gate-dependence. This suggests a photogating effect in 
graphene-NG VDWHs and can be rationalized as follows: un-
der light illumination, NG acts as the light-absorbing material 
generating electron-hole pairs, which are then separated at the 
interface following hole injection from NG to graphene. The re-
maining electrons in the NG layer establish a local electric field 
to gate graphene (Figure 3c), leading to a Fermi-level downshift 
in graphene and thus a high photoconductive gain. For Vg < VD, 
where holes are the dominant charge carriers in graphene, the 
injection of photogenerated holes from NG to graphene en-
hances the hole density in graphene, thus contributing to a pos-
itive photocurrent (Figure S6b). On the contrary, for Vg > VD, 

where electrons are the major charge carriers in graphene, trans-
fer of photogenerated holes from NG to graphene shifts the EF 
of graphene towards the Dirac point, therefore leading to a neg-
ative photocurrent. Additionally, it is clear that the photocurrent 
is higher in the positive gate voltage region because of the work 
function alignment between the graphene and NG layers. 
Higher gate voltages increase the Fermi level of graphene thus 
facilitating the hole transfer to graphene, therefore, in the fol-
lowing we focus on the photocurrent at Vg = 80 V. To demon-
strate the importance of the NG within the VDWHs, a control 
experiment is performed using the pristine graphene photode-
tector under the same illumination conditions, which shows no 
significant photoresponse owing to the intrinsically low absorp-
tion coefficient of graphene (Figure S7). Further increasing the 
NG layer thickness results in minor decrease of the photore-
sponsivity (Figure S5d-f and S8). 

Figure 3d depicts the transfer characteristics of the photode-
tector in the dark and under 500 nm light illumination with dif-
ferent illumination intensities. It reveals a gradual enhancement 
in the photocurrent upon increasing the illumination intensities 
from 10% to 100%. Figure 3e portrays the photocurrent of the 
device under varied illumination wavelengths versus the illumi-
nation intensity, suggesting a wide linear dynamic range for 
most of the illumination conditions, which is one of the key fig-
ures of merit for photodetectors. According to the transfer 
curves in Figure 3b, we estimate the corresponding photore-
sponsivity as a function of the incident illumination wave-
lengths as given in Figure S9. The obtained results agree with 



 

the absorption curve of NG molecules, and the device achieves 
maximum photoresponsivities at 400 nm and 500 nm.  

Figure 3f displays the photoresponsivity and specific detec-
tivity of the photodetector at 500 nm over a wide range of illu-
mination intensities. Both of them follow a decrease as the 
power intensity increases, which is a common phenomenon for 
such sensitivity tests.19, 23 At the lowest illumination intensity 
employed in this study, the device achieves the highest photore-
sponsivity of 4.5×107 A/W, corresponding to a photoconductive 
gain of 1.1×108 and a specific detectivity of 4.6×1013 Jones, be-
ing competitive with the highest values obtained for graphene-
based photodetectors.15, 19, 23-24 Noteworthily, the photorespon-
sivity of the devices has not reached saturation at the lowest in-
tensity that can be achieved by our setup, suggesting potentially 
even higher responsivity at even lower illumination intensity. 
Moreover, Figure S10 exhibits the temporal photoresponse of a 
graphene-NG photodetector device under dark and 500 nm illu-
mination conditions during 1000 cycles at Vg = 80 V. The pho-
toresponse shows no apparent fatigue during our measured 
1000 cycles, proving an excellent endurance and robustness of 
such devices.  

To elucidate the mechanism underlying the observed high 
photoresponsivity in graphene-NG VDWHs photodetectors, we 
use optical-pump THz-probe (OPTP) spectroscopy to investi-
gate the ultrafast interfacial charge transfer following optical 
excitations. For this study, a monolayer of NGs is deposited on 
CVD-grown graphene supported by SiO2. The static electronic 
properties of the graphene with and without NG layers are char-
acterized using Raman and THz time-domain spectroscopy (see 
Figure S11 and related discussion). These methods give con-
sistent results and show that the graphene prepared for the THz 
study is initially n-doped, and NG deposition shifts the Fermi 
level of graphene down from ~260 to ~220 meV. We note a 
significant difference between graphene used in the devices 
(produced by exfoliation) and THz studies (made by CVD) in 
terms of initial and final chemical potential in the graphene sen-
sitized by NGs. Such a difference in chemical potential does not 
play a role in the direction of charge transfer, as illustrated by 
device measurements. 

 

Figure 4. Characterization of charge transfer processes in gra-
phene-NG VDWHs. a) Scheme for optical-pump THz-probe 
spectroscopy; b) THz photoconductivity dynamics for graphene 
(red), graphene-NG VDWHs (blue), and NG (purple) following 

400 nm excitation (2.8 μJ/cm2). The measurements are per-
formed in dry N2 environment. c) Frequency-resolved complex 
THz photoconductivity for graphene-NG VDWHs at a pump-
probe delay of ~100 ps following 400 nm excitation (with a flu-
ence of 16.6 μJ/cm-2). The solid and dashed lines represent the 
real and imaginary components of the conductivity following 
the two-parameter Drude model description. d) Quantification 
of the photoinduced charge transfer efficiency at graphene-NG 
interfaces. 

In the OPTP measurements, the sample is first photoexcited 
by a short femtosecond laser pulse of 400 nm, and the photo-
conductivity is then probed by a THz pulse as a function of 
pump-probe delay, as depicted in Figure 4a (see details in SI). 
For bare graphene, in line with previous OPTP studies,36-39 pho-
toexcitation of doped graphene leads to a transient reduction in 
conductivity (i.e., a negative photoconductivity) with a short, ~ 
1 ps lifetime (Figure 4b, red dots). The origin of such an effect 
can be understood as follows: following optical excitation, 
strong electron-electron scattering leads to the generation of 
thermalized hot carriers in graphene.40 These hot carriers ex-
hibit a reduced conductivity in comparison with the cold ones, 
resulting in negative photoconductivity.41 As for graphene-NG 
VDWHs (Figure 4b, blue dots), we find that coating graphene 
with NG layers slows down the hot carrier cooling (decay dy-
namics in the first 10 ps) in graphene (See Figure S12 and de-
tailed discussions in SI), to some extent. Furthermore, we ob-
served a remarkably long lifetime beyond 1 ns (limited by our 
delay line). As a control measurement, we found no photocon-
ductivity for pure NG thin films following the same pump con-
dition (Figure 4b, purple dots). We attribute the long-lived neg-
ative photoconductivity observed in the VDWHs to a photoin-
duced charge transfer (CT) process across the graphene-NG in-
terfaces. Under such a scenario, the photogenerated holes in NG 
can rapidly transfer to graphene following photoexcitation, re-
sulting in a Fermi-energy downshift in the initially n-doped gra-
phene for over 1 ns before interfacial recombination occurs. The 
direction and type of the interfacial CT are fully consistent with 
the device measurements. The long-lived charge separation at 
the graphene-NG interface allows a high photoconductive gain 
and partially rationalizes the observed high responsivity in the 
devices. 

 Along with the ultralong charge separation, another critical 
factor determining the device efficiency lies in the charge trans-
fer efficiency following optical excitations. To quantify this, we 
measured the frequency-resolved THz photoconductivity Δσ(ω) 
(see the description for the method in SI) at a pump-probe delay 
of 100 ps (where the intrinsic photoresponse of bare graphene 
is expected to be null). As shown in Figure 4c, we found that 
Δσ(ω) can be described well by the Drude model (see details in 
SI). Based on this description, we can infer the density and mo-
mentum scattering time of the charge carriers following CT. By 
knowing the initial charge carrier density before photoexcita-
tion (see the characterization for static electronic properties of 
graphene-NG in Figure S11 and related discussion), one can ex-
tract the total density of the transferred holes (∆N) under differ-
ent pump fluences, as shown in Figure 4d (See Figure S13 for 
original dynamics data). This analysis reveals that, in the used 
fluence range, the amount of transferred holes increases linearly 
with the absorbed photon density (Nabs). To estimate the inter-
facial CT efficiency ! (defined by the ratio between ∆N and 
photogenerated charge carrier density Neh in NG), we assumed 
that each absorbed photon creates an electron-hole pair in NG, 



 

i.e., Nabs = Neh. Under such an assumption, we can estimate a 
lower bound for the NG-to-graphene hole transfer efficiency ! 
to be ~ 9% (i.e., ! > 9%). Such a high CT efficiency indicates 
the enhanced electronic coupling between the NG and graphene 
layers thanks to the strong interfacial π-π interactions, and ra-
tionalizes the superior photodetection performance (together 
with the ultralong charge separation). 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated an efficient high-shear 

mixing approach to exfoliate the NG aggregates into monodis-
perse species. Such a protocol can be easily scaled up to pro-
duce high-quality solution-processable, low toxicity, and semi-
conducting NGs for optoelectronics. STM and AFM studies re-
vealed that the NG molecules self-assemble on a HOPG sur-
face, forming highly ordered and tightly packed crystalline 
films with molecules oriented parallel to the basal plane of the 
substrate. Thus, the unique physisorption arrangement of NG 
molecules onto graphene gives rise to the formation of a well-
defined superlattice consisting of the graphene-NG VDWHs, 
with strong interlayer coupling through π-π interactions. The 
fabricated photodetector based on such VDWHs exhibits an ul-
trahigh responsivity of 4.5×107 A/W and a specific detectivity 
of 4.6×1013 Jones, being competitive with the highest values ob-
tained for graphene-based photodetectors. The excellent device 
performance can be attributed to the efficient photoinduced hole 
transfer from NG to graphene and the ultralong charge separa-
tion at graphene-NG interfaces, as observed by ultrafast te-
rahertz spectroscopy. Our results demonstrate the great poten-
tial of such graphene-NG VDWHs as prototype active compo-
nents for high-performance, low toxicity optoelectronics. Fu-
ture efforts in precisely tuning the size and edge structures of 
NGs may lead to even better synergistic effects of the graphene-
NG VDWHs, which could further improve the responsivity and 
add multicolor detection to the development of flexible photo-
detectors. 
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